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observable evIdence of subconTracTIng In 
accIdenT or IncIdenT feedback

On an industrial level, subcontracting 
offers numerous advantages: provision of 

specific additional skills, potential cost sa-
vings, increased flexibility in work organisa-

tion, etc. The operators of industrial facilities 
have understood these advantages since 74% of 

them make use of subcontracting (source: INSEE). 
Subcontracting is thus an integral part of the life 

cycle of these facilities, from their design phase, 
through construction and operation, and until they 
are dismantled. Furthermore, changes in industrial 
practices mean that service companies are often 
large companies with greater income and professio-
nalism in contracting for services than the client. 
The balance of power is thus sometimes reversed.  
The historical representation of the vulnerable and 
exploited service provider goes off.

In any event, given the extensive use of subcontrac-
ting in the current industrial world, it is not surpri-

sing to note how often subcontracting is involved in 
industrial accidents. In French nuclear facilities or 
installations classified for the protection of the en-
vironment, subcontracting was visibly involved in 5 
to 10% of the incidents or accidents that occurred 
between 2015 and 2018. This figure is not instructive 
in itself and is most likely underestimated because 
a subcontractor’s intervention at some point in the 
accident sequence is not always explicit in the 
reports prepared by the operators. To draw any 
clear conclusions would require a comparison with 
the subcontracting rate. The purpose of this dossier 
is therefore not to cover every aspect of subcontrac-
ting, but to objectify as much as possible – based on 
accidents and events that have occurred at indus-
trial facilities – the role that the subcontracting 
relationship plays in controlling risks. Through a 
series of illustrative examples, this summary 
presents a few practices that can be implemented 
to reduce certain hazardous situations.

InTroducTIon

Copyright: Arnaud Bouissou / Terra
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defInITIons

The subcontracting contract defines the rela-
tionship between a client company and its service 
provider, and determines the service or production 
activities assigned to the subcontractor, while full 
responsibility for risk control remains with the client.
Several forms of subcontracting can be identified:
•  “capacity” subcontracting is frequently used by a 
company that is unable to fulfil existing orders or 
to take on new ones. In this case, it calls upon a 
service provider to assist;

•  a company uses “speciality” subcontracting when 
it does not have the know-how required to manu-
facture a product or perform a specific activity. It 
thus calls on the skills of a specialised company.

•  “strategic” subcontracting, used by a company 
wanting to check if there is a real opportunity to 
enter a market or simply to assess the reliability of 
a company before acquiring it.

Throughout the rest of this document, the terms 
“client” and “user company” will be used interchan-
geably to designate the operator of the facility that 
uses a “subcontractor” or a “service provider” to per-
form an activity.

documenT sTrucTure

The first part presents the difficulties that may arise 
from the use of subcontracting, based on accidents 
that have occurred in installations classified for the 
protection of the environment and the significant 
events reported by operators in nuclear facilities.

The second part highlights the potential benefits of 
using subcontracting identified in the feedback from 
nuclear facilities and installations classified for envi-
ronmental protection.

The third part draws lessons from all these advan-
tages/disadvantages to propose guidelines to alle-
viate the difficulties encountered.

Each of the points covered is illustrated, as far as 
possible, by accidents and events that have occur-
red in recent years.

The conclusion proposes a summary exploring the 
complexity of the use of subcontracting.
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1.1 loss of experTIse perTaInIng To The facIlITy and 
subconTracTed acTIvITIes

Poorly controlled usage of subcontracting can 
diminish the client’s in-depth knowledge of the 

condition of its facilities and the work that must 
be performed there, from a practical perspective. 

The reduction in the number of permanent em-
ployees present in the facilities limits opportunities 
to gather information on the state of installations 
and to detect certain operational deviations or phy-
sical damage. The difficulties are varied, such as the 
fragmentation of responsibilities and tasks, the lack 
of a comprehensive view, etc.

1.1.1 dIffIculTIes In specIfyIng 
The procedures for performIng 
subconTracTed acTIvITIes In The 
conTexT of calls for Tenders.

Especially when there is a high rate of subcontrac-
ting, the potential lack of knowledge of the facilities 
and the activities performed there can complicate 
the drafting of specifications by the client, for a gi-
ven intervention. This is particularly the case if the 
person writing the specifications is located far from 
the site (e.g. central services). Despite the time in-
vested in drawing up specifications, any lack of in-
formation regarding the activities to be performed 
could negatively impact the accuracy and sizing of 
bids proposed by service providers, and potentially 
result in an incorrect evaluation of the bids. How 

can one describe an activity to be subcontracted in 
a sufficiently precise manner so that the service pro-
viders can submit relevant proposals (in which the 
resources to be mobilised match the expected re-
sults) without mastering that activity?

The risk is that proposals will appear satisfactory 
(with a commitment to results) but the resources 
(personnel, equipment, etc. that determine the 
price of the service) will be insufficient. In which 
case, once contracted, the service performed will be 
problematic, and the service provider will continual-
ly be in difficulty, which may lead them to take 
shortcuts in implementing expected risk controls.

The dIffIculTIes arIsIng from  
The use of subconTracTIng  
wITh regard To rIsk conTrol

1

Installation of a sleeve with  
the incorrect grade of fasteners 

(IRSN)
During a maintenance intervention, a service 

provider used stainless steel nuts and bolts instead 
of plain steel when reinstalling a sleeve. This 
deviation, which went undetected during the 
technical inspection, was discovered a few days 
later. The documents given to the service provider 
before the intervention specified neither the 
material required for the fasteners nor  an 
explanation for this requirement.
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Release of nitrogen oxide in a fertiliser plant (ARIA 48160)
In a chemical plant manufacturing nitrogen 

fertiliser, a sump, connected to the retention 
basin of a 70% nitric acid tank, was in the process 

of being pumped out following a rainy period. The 
lift pump is out of order. The contents of the sump 
were transferred to a tanker by a subcontracting 
company usually used for this type of task. After the 
pumping operation had been completed, orange 
nitrogen oxide vapours were released. The release 
was caused by a reaction of the 31% diluted nitric 
acid with the carbon steel of the tank.
The subcontracting company that had sent the 
driver felt that, given his experience, he should have 
been aware of the tank’s incompatibility with the 
acid load. However, the subsequent investigation 
showed that it was the only tank vehicle available 
on that day to empty the sump and that it had no 
risk markings/panels (diamond panel or orange 
plate) which would have reminded the driver of the 

risk. Furthermore, the standard work permit issued 
by the operator did not identify the chemical risks 
and incompatibilities between the product and the 
tank material. The subcontractor was only given a 
general oral reminder regarding this fairly common 
operation when the framework agreement was 
signed: the company considers that subcontractors 
who have been approved through the internal 
qualification process are well aware of specific risks 
such as incompatibilities with acid. However, the 
information provided about the nature of the 
product to be pumped was not sufficiently precise 
and was misunderstood. Final ly,  while the 
regulations state that the responsibility for the 
c h o i ce  o f  e q u i p m e n t  a cco rd i n g  t o  t h e 
characteristics of the product rests lies with the 
operator, the prevention plan established the 
opposite by setting the subcontractor’s liability.
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1.1.2 dIffIculTIes In communIcaTIng 
rIsk conTrol requIremenTs

By removing in-house staff from the reality of the 
field and outsourcing certain activities, they lose 
expertise in these activities and it becomes challen-
ging to define the risk control requirements (hazard 
sources, associated countermeasures, precautions, 
etc.) usually obtained through feedback.

Oil leak during a transformer hand-
ling operation (IRSN)

A handling request was made to move a 
transformer from a building to the storage area. 

When the move was completed, and the 
Fenwick’s forks were retracted, the forklift driver 
noted that the transformer was leaking. The 
amount of oil released was estimated at 150 litres. 
The analysis conducted revealed that the client 
was unaware of the transformer’s characteristics 
(oil tank) and that special machinery was required 
for its transport (a forklift truck was not 
appropriate for the operation). Also, the client 
had not told the service provider about the fragile 
nature of the transformer’s fins.

Explosion and fire of a digester at a 
methanisation facility (ARIA 53866)

An explosion followed by a fire occurred in a 15 m 
tall digester containing 300 m³ of manure slurry. The 
accident resulted in a fireball. A fireman suffered from 
heatstroke, and two people were treated for shock. 
The digester was deformed in the accident, and the 
roof was blown off, resulting in the release of a small 
quantity of manure slurry.
A 2,500 m³ digester was part of a biogas plant being 
installed on the premises. The gas pipes had not yet 
been connected, and the operator had not yet formally 
accepted the installation. However, manure slurry was 
already being stored there, though prohibited by the 
applicable regulations. The explosion occurred while 
subcontractors were in the process of grounding a 
piece of equipment in order to weld the gas pipes. The 
operator maintains that the subcontractors had been 
informed of the slurry present in the tank, creating a 
potentially explosive atmosphere risk, but no ATEX 
zoning had been carried out.
The accident demonstrates that the safety risks had 
been underestimated for this type of facility. The 
operator explained that he was eager to start filling 
the digester owing to the obligation to honour an 
upcoming electricity buy-back contract and a 
contract for the recovery of effluent from farmers.
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1.1.3 dIffIculTIes wITh  
The InspecTIon/monITorIng/
accepTance of subconTracTed 
acTIvITIes

The fact that the client’s employees have not per-
formed technical operations for a certain time, so-
metimes for years, can reduce their ability to assess 
the quality of the work carried out. In addition, de-
pending on the time allotted to the task, the client 
may have difficulty fulfilling its role as a coordinator 

in terms of risk prevention. The result is a weakened 
capacity to oversee, define key control points and 
approve the subcontracted activities.
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Faulty fan wiring resulting in a failure 
to follow the correct procedure 

(IRSN)
When switching to the “autumn” configuration, 

technicians switched three fans to the “low-
speed” mode. A few hours later, an alarm 
triggered, indicating a ventilation fault and high 
temperature in the room. The three fans were 
then switched back to “high speed” and mobile 
air conditioning units were installed in the room. 
The analysis of the event revealed that the “speed 
configuration” connections on one of the three 
fans had been reversed; the service providers 
involved had reversed the phases when 
reconnecting the motor. For this complex 
disconnect ion/reconnect ion phase,  the 
intervention procedure did not provide for a 
specific hold point for a second level check to be 
carried out by the client. Also, the preparation 
phase of the intervention did not reveal that the 
service provider’s recertification programme did 
not comply with the recommendations of the 
applicable recertification guide.

Leakage of hydrobromic acid in a 
pharmaceutical plant (ARIA 52089)

In a pharmaceutical plant, a subcontractor 
raised the alarm after noticing irritating white 

fumes emanating from the tank farm. The site’s 
internal firefighters discovered a leak of 
hydrobromic acid (Hbr) under a tank. As the 
breakthrough point was located under thermal 
insulation, it wasn’t possible to precisely locate the 
leak and evaluate its volume. The operator initiated 
its internal contingency plan. A water curtain was 
deployed to disperse the fumes. The piping was 
stripped of its thermal insulation, and the leak was 
identified. 20 l of hydrobromic acid had been 
released into the retention basin. Spraying 
operations managed to contain the cloud of fumes.
The leak had been caused by a flange on a 
flowmeter that had been damaged by corrosion. 
After analysis, it turned out that the flowmeter’s 
material was not compliant with the order 
(stainless steel instead of PTFE-lined stainless 
steel) due to an error on the part of the supplier. 
The inappropriate material had been received 
and installed without the error being identified 
(only a documentary check upon receipt, no 
check made at the time of assembly). Following 
the accident, the operator has worked on 
improving the control chain when materials are 
received.
Several problems related to the monitoring of 
equ ipment  cond i t ion  and  insu f f ic ient 
verifications following maintenance operations 
have been identified at this site (ARIA 36102, 
35773, 36103, 44929).

Copyright: Arnaud Bouissou / Terra
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1.2 dIffIculTIes of ensurIng rIsk awareness on The parT 
of all parTIes

The subcontractor, especially when it intervenes on 
an occasional basis, does not always have a com-
plete understanding of the risks associated with the 
facilities where it will be operating.

This can be exacerbated when urgent constraints 
are imposed to limit production stoppages to a mi-
nimum. Risk appropriation (especially in complex 
installations) may require specific accompanying 
measures and therefore time (familiarisation pe-
riod). Risk awareness is to endure over time.

Similarly, establishing cooperation between the 
client and the service provider can take time and 
requires the commitment of all stakeholders (in 
terms of reciprocal communication of requirements 
and constraints) to be efficient, from a risk manage-
ment perspective. The goal is to achieve a trust-
based relationship between stakeholders (see 1.4.3).

Sodium aluminate leak in a metallurgy 
company (ARIA 53401)

A sodium aluminate leak occurred on a valve 
of a 3,000 m³ tank in a metalworking company, 

resulting in a 10 m high geyser. The operator 
initiated its internal contingency plan. The tank 
contained 1,000 m³ of sodium hydroxide and 
1,000 m³ of alumina.
T h e  i n c i d e n t  o cc u r re d  w h i l e  t h e  t a n k 
customarily used for the process was undergoing 
maintenance. The use of another tank during 
this maintenance phase involved changing the 
orientation of the elbow on the pump’s suction 
side, and also that of the associated Dilatoflex 
(a reinforced rubber expansion joint held in 
place by two flanges and designed to absorb the 
pump’s vibrations). The accident analysis 
highlighted a defect in the elbow’s alignment 
with the pump, placing stress on the Dilatoflex. 
The expansion joint disintegrated after 20 
minutes of pump operation.
The subcontractor who intervened on the 
assembly had not been given access to the 
assembly ’s documentation and operating 
instructions, though the on-call form mentioned 
the “Dilatoflex twisting.” The Dilatoflex assembly 
was accepted by the shift manager who did not 
have the technical expertise necessary to 
validate this point. There is no procedure for 
validating the Dilatoflex assembly process.

Deadly explosion in an oil extraction 
plant (ARIA 51074)

An explosion followed by a fire occurred at 11 
a.m while a subcontractor was performing an 

intervention on an oil extractor that had been  
shut down. The accident happened in the canola 
seed extraction (with hexane) building at a plant 
specialised in the manufacture of cooking oil. A 
thick column of black smoke was visible in the city. 
The explosion was heard from several hundred 
metres away. The internal contingency plan was 
initiated at 11:20 a.m. When the emergency 
services arrived, the five-storey building was on 
fire. The fire brigade was able to bring the fire 
under control by spraying down foam after 3 
hours of intervention. The remaining fires were put 
out with water. The extractor was cooled down 
with 4 hoses, but the fires inside it remained 
inaccessible. The fire brigade let the remaining 
residues burn under control.
The two maintenance technicians working on the 
extractor  were  found dead,  two other 
subcontractors suffered from shock, and seven 
employees were injured or in a state of shock. The 
building suffered extensive damage: roof blown 
off, windows blown out, and the building structure 
was damaged (concrete crumbling under the 
effect of the heat). More than 80% of the 
extraction equipment was destroyed. No damage 
was noted to the adjacent buildings and 
installations.
Flakes had become jammed in the extractor on 
the day before the explosion. The facility operator 
rapidly requested a service provider to intervene. 
The extractor had been shut down so that a 
subcontractor could remove the blockage. At the 
time of the explosion, one of the subcontractors 
was inside the extractor and wearing breathing 
apparatus owing to the presence of residual 
hexane vapours.  The operation involved 
vacuuming out the material using a hose 
connected to a high-pressure flushing truck.
A judicial inquiry was initiated 6 days after the 
explosion. The facil ity operator and the 
subcontractor were indicted on 24/07 for 
“manslaughter resulting from a breach of due 
diligence and safety obligations.”
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1.2.1 a weakenIng of The 
approprIaTIon process

The limited duration of contracts and the need for 
periodic calls for tender may lead to a certain insta-
bility in the skills required for certain activities and 
to a risk of losing the wealth of accumulated 
knowledge about installations when the contract 
holder changes. This constraint, which stems from 
the public procurement code, weakens the recipro-
cal appropriation phase of both the service provider 
and the client and hinders the implementation of 
robust cooperation mechanisms.
This phenomenon can also be observed with long-
term subcontracting contracts (service concession) 
when staff turnover is high. Also, the time required 
to award new contracts may end up shortening the 
time allotted to prepare for the intervention.

Damage to a cable when a hopper 
is opened (IRSN)

Following an alarm, the facility operator noted 
that three valves were blocked in the open 

position. At the same time, service providers 
piercing a hopper informed the technicians that 
they had just damaged the cable conveying data 
to the control room. The operating procedure 
recommended that a chisel with a rounded tip be 
used, thus taking into account the feedback from 
past operations (cables had previously been 
crushed with a pointed chisel). The service 
provider had not understood the reason for this 
requirement. Therefore, when sharp edges 
appeared on the chisel during the procedure, he 
did not realise that the requirement was no longer 
respected. He was unaware of the potential 
consequences of continuing the operation.

Inspection frequency not respected for thermal balance data cards (IRSN)
Temperature sensor acquisition cards had been 

routinely checked on-site by the same service 
company for several years without incident. The 

activity was not subject to specific local oversight. 
However, at the national level, this company was 
being closely monitored following delays in the 
scheduling of activities. A discrepancy was detected 
in the completeness of the last checks. The analysis 

of the event revealed that the service provider had 
issues with high staff turnover. Despite the measures 
taken to develop the skills of new employees and 
despite improvements in working methods, the data 
card inspection activity suffered from a lack of 
resources. Three employees resigned in the four 
months prior to the intervention, including the two 
people most familiar with the activity.
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1.2.2 clIenT Ignorance  
of The rIsks as a resulT  
of subconTracTIng cerTaIn 
acTIvITIes.

The client is aware of the risks related to the opera-
tion of its facility and must share such information 
with the service provider. However, the service pro-
vider may itself generate new risks, the nature and 
impact of which are sometimes difficult for the 
client to fully comprehend.

Silo fire related to cutting work  
without a fire permit (ARIA 47871)

A fire broke out on the surface of a metal 
framework silo containing 700 t of wheat.

The fire was caused by sheet metal cutting work 
that had been done 2 hours earlier near the 
silo’s decompression vent while it was in the 
process of being emptied. The subcontractor in 
charge of this work had not been issued a fire 
permit. The silo personnel had thought that 
there was no fire risk of work being performed 
on the outside of the silo. As a result, it had 
become common practice not to issue a fire 
permit for this type of work.

Following the accident, the operator reviewed 
its  “work order - f i re permit” procedure, 
s p e ci f y ing  the  s i tuat ions  in  which th is 
procedure is applicable and the good practices 
to be observed during high-risk work. The 
procedure includes cleaning and marking out 
the work area. Staff awareness was raised 
through the creation of safety workshops 
(toolbox talks). A brochure was created for 
external companies working on the site to raise 
awareness regarding the dangers present.

Copyright: Laurent Mignaux / Terra

Loss of the required external power 
source although the reactor was 

discharged (IRSN)
The facility was left without an external power 

supply following an early SF6 gas replacement 
procedure, while the equipment was stil l 
energised. The subcontractor performing the 
operation mistakenly thought that the lockout 
procedure, associated with another intervention 
on the main transformer, also covered this 
intervention.
During the daily briefing, the client’s project 
manager had not informed them of the strict 
sequencing of these two operations. The gas 
replacement procedure was supposed to be 
performed after the step-down transformer had 
been switched off.
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Interruption of continuous gaseous 
emission measurements (IRSN)

A n annua l  regu lator y  contro l  of  the 
installation’s releases of volatile organic 

compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
and metals was being performed.
The control must be performed while the boiler 
is in operation. At the same time, the calibration 
of the installation’s analysers was being verified 
by an approved body,  whose measuring 
instrument had been set up in the installation’s 
chimney stack .  Whi le  the operator was 
conducting a test, a fault appeared, resulting in 
the shutdown of the boiler on which the annual 
control of releases was underway. The control was 
suspended, but the continuous gaseous release 
measuring station was not reconfigured; the 
operating technicians were not informed.
No means of substitution was implemented. The 
lack of measurement at the release measurement 
station was detected the next day during the daily 
check.

1.2.3 rIsks relaTed To  
The mulTIplIcITy of acTIvITIes 
conducTed In parallel 
(coacTIvITy)

Several interventions may take place at the same 
time, some of which are outsourced, and others per-
formed by the operator  and/or by other service 
providers.
The simultaneous nature of the interventions can ge-
nerate new risks. This is particularly true when some 
works performed by the operator could modify the 

working environment, the materials present, the ope-
ration of systems, etc., or other aspects involved in 
concomitant interventions by subcontractors.

These situations and the increased risks they gene-
rate are not specific to subcontracted interventions. 
However, the coordination and planning actions 
they require are potentially complicated by the 
constraints of contractual relations.

Severe explosions in a vertical open-
top silo (ARIA 51652)

At around 9:20 a.m., a first explosion followed 
by a second, more violent, occurred in a silo 

containing 24,500 t of corn. Two subcontractors 
and a technician from the site were severely 
burned. Another employee was injured. The 
firemen set up a 200 m perimeter cordons. About 
ten local schools were put on lockdown 
throughout the morning.  Neighbouring 
companies were evacuated. Property damage 
was extensive. Pieces of the fibrocement roof 
were thrown distances up to 300 m. The duration 
of emptying operations was extended until 
January 2019 considering all the technical 
constraints (presence of asbestos and risk of the 
structures collapsing).
The si lo had been shut down for yearly 
maintenance. A scheduled welding operation was 
being carried out by subcontractors in the 
handling tower at the elevator level. At the same 
time, two technicians began cleaning operations 
just two levels higher. A blowgun was found 
nearby. The first explosion occurred in the 
handling tower serving the elevators. The flame 
front and the shock wave then penetrated the 
zone where the storage cells were located.

Copyright: Laurent Mignaux / Terra
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1.3 dIluTIon of rIsk conTrol responsIbIlITIes
The outsourcing of activities must not lead to the 
outsourcing of risk management. The operator may 
be tempted to consider that subcontracting a task 
means that it also transfers its risk management du-
ties. On the pretext that the subcontractor has the 
necessary qualifications/certifications, the client 
sometimes ceases to fulfil its own responsibilities.

1.3.1 The subconTracTor Is 
ImmedIaTely desIgnaTed as 
“guIlTy” of The malfuncTIons

When an incident occurs involving an service provi-
der, the causal analysis is sometimes geared toward 
identifying the  “responsible” party and focuses on 
the service provider(s) while ignoring the role of the 
socio-technical context attributable to the client. 
The operator remains responsible for defining the 
risk control framework, ensuring its applicability and 
implementation.

Tank explosion in a chemical product 
distribution company (ARIA 51263)

At around 10 a.m., during a cleaning operation 
performed by two subcontractors, a buried, 

outdoor tank containing 35 m³ of ethyl acetate, 
exploded, severely burning the workers. The 
access hatch was open at the time of the 
explosion.
On the day of the accident, the weather was 
conducive to static electricity. The subcontractors 
were in the process of dismantling the piping 
connected to the tank and then began removing 
the tank cover. At the time of the explosion, the 
cover was supported by a tripod, and the 
subcontractors had inserted a pump hose into 
the tank.
The causes identified highlight the shortcomings 
surrounding the technicians’ application of the 
prevention plan:
- manhole improperly grounded;
- flanges not sealed off (to limit vapour emissions).

Delay in periodic inspections of ra-
diation monitors (IRSN)

Radiation surveillance of workers and the 
environment is carried out using monitors. A new 

service provider was appointed to perform the 
periodic checks on these monitors. The contract 
had been established during the first half of 2015, 
and a series of checks were scheduled to begin in 
late August.
Several organisational meetings were held 
between April and August, and the schedule was 
sent to the new service provider to prepare for 
the start of the campaign. The first milestone 
concerned the inspection of the set of 59 
monitors before late September. Owing to the 
summer holidays and information communicated 
beforehand to the service provider, the follow-up 
meeting scheduled in September was not held. In 
a progress report drafted in October, the 
operator’s radiological protection department 
noted that the check had not yet begun.
The operator mentioned that, if the service 
provider had reported its difficulties in meeting 
its contractual obligations, it could have reacted 
in due time by issuing a waiver.
The operator did not question the established 
arrangements for monitoring and coordinating 
services, nor its share of responsibility regarding 
the discrepancy.

Copyright: Arnaud Bouissou / Terra 
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1.3.2 cascadIng subconTracTIng 
as a facTor In The dIluTIon of 
responsIbIlITIes

Sometimes a service provider under contract 
may use another subcontractor on an occasional 
or long-term basis for part of the service. The 
second subcontractor then finds itself subject 
to the same contractual obligations as the original 

service provider. However, the client (operator) 
remains responsible for controlling risks throughout 
the entire service, including the part subcontracted 
by its designated service provider. This operational 
layer between the client and the service provider’s 
subcontractor can pose difficulties in terms of 
accountability.

Monitoring and operating failure of 
a mini-purification unit (IRSN)

In 2017, the operating and maintenance 
contract for a mini-purification unit was re-

tendered and awarded to the lowest bidder with 
an acceptable technical proposal. To meet the 
demand, the contract holder partnered with a 
water processing company in an advisory/support 
capacity. In September 2017, maintenance of the 
mini-purification units had not been performed 
as the new contract holder had received the 
order late. The standard analysis of discharges 
conducted in late September showed that the 
maximum concentration of biochemical oxygen 
demand exceeded the regulatory threshold for 
discharges. While investigating this anomaly, the 
operator noticed that the tank of unprocessed 
water of a mini-purification unit was overflowing. 
The releases in September had occurred while the 
processing equipment was not yet ful ly 
operational. The water treatment expert, working 
for the co-contractor, was unavailable in 
Septemb er  and cou ld  not  prov ide  the 
consultancy services that would have prevented 
these errors.

Hydrochloric acid leak in a distillation 
unit (ARIA 51004)

An HCl leak occurred on a vibrating blade level 
detector in a distillation column during the 

testing phase. The level sensor had become 
disengaged from the flange. The transmitter had 
been torn off, and the leak was passing through 
the flange. The volume of the leak was estimated 
at around 323 kg of 100% HCl acid. A technician 
was burned on the neck while trying to find a 
shutoff valve to isolate the leak. He was wearing 
his PPE.
The level sensor is immersed in liquid HCl acid, 
and its membrane is made of enamel-coated C4 
alloy. The C4 alloy corrodes in the temperature 
and pressure conditions inside the distillation 
column at a rate of 512 mm/year, and the 
thickness of the enamel decreases 0.8 to 1 mm/
year in these same conditions. The materials for 
this accessory were not selected based on its 
conditions of use.  This choice could be 
attributed to poor communication of the 
requirements between the distillation unit’s 
supplier and its accessory supplier.
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Moreover, in a cascading subcontracting situation, there is a multiplication of interfaces, which can weaken 
the communication of risk control requirements, and each company in the contractual chain may have 
conflicting priorities. This makes it more difficult to transmit and comply with the requirements.

Regulatory hydrocarbon limits exceeded in liquid discharges transiting to the 
Donzère-Mondragon canal (IRSN)

The service provider laboratory in charge of 
sampling and analysing the liquid discharges from 

an installation submitted a weekly report. Upon 
reading the analysis results, the operator noted 
that the regulatory limit for hydrocarbons was 
exceeded, even though the laboratory had not 
mentioned it  when sending the report. The 
operator then requested a counter-analysis of the 
sample, which contradicted the initial results. 

However, the lapse of time between the initial 
sampling and counter-analysis made it impossible to 
guarantee the reliability of the measurement. The 
audit of the laboratory by the operator (unsatisfied 
with the service provided) also revealed that the 
laboratory had subcontracted the analysis to another 
COFRAC-approved laboratory, but the analysis 
performed was not ISO 17025 accredited.

Contamination of a subcontractor technician discovered during preventive monitoring 
of a dismantling site (IRSN)

The consortium in charge of dismantling the tank 
and the internal components of a reactor consisted 

of two co-contractors, one of which subcontracts to 
its Swedish subsidiary and to a company specialising 
in logistics services. During an operation involving a 
radioactive contamination risk (alpha), the Swedish 
technician equipped himself with a cartridge mask, 
suitable clothing and gloves. He did not check the 
seal between his hood and the cartridge mask. The 

intervention file did not plan for someone to assist 
the workers with donning their equipment. At the 
end of the intervention, the technician removed his 
mask before removing his protective clothing and 
was contaminated. The radiation protection 
technician (subcontractor of the order holder), 
although present during the disrobing operations, 
was unable t o  p r e v e n t  t h e  i n t e r v e n t i o n 
technician from disobeying the disrobing protocol.

Explosion of tank undergoing maintenance in a service station (ARIA 35019)
A tank of unleaded gasoline in a service station 

exploded at around 4 p.m. Subcontractors were 
performing maintenance on the tank at the time 

of the explosion. Four employees of one of the 
subcontractors performing the cleaning work on 
the tank were burned, two of them severely. The 
motorway rest area had to be closed down.
The accident occurred during an intervention by a 
company which had been hired to neutralise an 
underground tank in a service station. To perform 
the work, the subcontractor (level 2) hired another 
subcontractor (level 3) who in turn hired another 
subcontractor (level 4) to remove the sludge from 
the tank. The level 3 subcontractor began the 
operations to neutralise the tank by disconnecting 
the piping in the manhole. An air extraction 
nozzle was placed in the tank. The level 4 
subcontractor then lowered an explosimeter into 
the tank and, given the explosive atmosphere, 
installed a second «dual-action» nozzle to extract 
the air and vacuum up the sludge. After 20 minutes, 
the detector was no longer detecting an explosive 
atmosphere and was removed from the tank. One 
of the level 4 subcontractors entered the tank and 

initiated the cleaning operations. When the job was 
finished, his co-workers began removing their tools 
from the tank. The explosion occurred when one of 
the operators pulled on the wire of an explosion-
proof lamp that had become wedged in one of the 
tank’s partitions.
The prevention plan had been drafted remotely by 
the contractor performing the operations, contrary 
to the procedures set out by the client (operator). 
This prevention plan, held by the level 2 subcontractor, 
who was not on the job site, was not distributed to 
the other subcontractors. The risk analysis, 
conducted before the start of operations, had not 
identified measures or controls to be established. 
French legislation and the operator’s procedures 
require that vapours inside the tank be continually 
measured when workers are inside. The operator’s 
procedure for entering the tank had not been sent 
to the level 3 and 4 subcontractors, and the level 4 
subcontractor had not been accredited by the level 
3 subcontractor, whose own accreditation, based on 
a local version, did not specify the requirement for 
other subcontractor accreditations.
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1.4 The fInancIal sTakes and TheIr effecTs
Economic pressures (production, schedule and cost 
optimisation, etc.) weigh heavily on the amount of 
attention given to the preparation of the work, fol-
low-up and final acceptance stages, which are some-
times considered as “unproductive” tasks. These 
tasks are nonetheless crucial in terms of risk control.
For practical questions or contractual issues (e.g., a 
service not included in the initial estimate), the 
service provider’s participation in these phases may 
be deemed complicated or undesirable, due to the 
cost in time and money, and because they may occur 
at separate times from the main intervention.

1.4.1  less InvolvemenT by 
The clIenT In The preparaTIon 
and closIng phases of 
InTervenTIons

As concerns the preparation phase (before the 
actual intervention described in the contract), the 
contractual relationship (based on precise clauses) 
can result in a loss of organisational flexibility and 
responsiveness. The service provider cannot make 
itself available for a meeting decided at the last 
minute, or it cannot be mobilised at a time that was 
not provided for in the contract. Some of these 
meetings, to help prepare the interventions (plan-
ning, pre-job briefings, etc.), are nonetheless essential 
for communicating risk control requirements.

As for the closure of the intervention and feedback, 
it can be challenging to mobilise the service provider 
teams to finalise the intervention file when the work 
is considered completed, and the contractors have 
perhaps already left on another mission. The files 
are then hastily prepared or completed in an admi-
nistrative manner by a manager of the service com-
pany who was not necessarily involved in the inter-
vention in the field. Difficulties are not necessarily 
reported (inhibition of the feedback). In addition, 
the file (a contractual requirement) might not be 
systematically exploited by the client, as the case 
manager may also be busy with another assignment.

Chlorine leak in a chemical plant 
(ARIA 49384)

At around 10:15 a.m., a 20 cl leak of chlorine 
occurred in a chemical plant on the first day of 

a shutdown for major works. An employee, 
intoxicated by the chlorine vapours, was treated 
on-site by the site’s fire brigade.
The leak of liquid chlorine resulted from the breakage 
of a seal on a valve installed on a feed pipe 
supplying the vaporiser. Contrary to the 
established procedure, the job site was not being 
monitored by the operator and no centrifugal 
fan was installed. A misunderstanding between 
the subcontractor and the job site supervisor led 
to the unauthorised breakage of the seal, and no 
protective measures were implemented to secure 
the job site. The work order was in the process of 
being signed even though work at the site had 
already begun, which was contrary to site procedure.
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1.4.2 less InvolvemenT by  
The clIenT In rIsk analysIs  
for operaTIons wITh low  
added value

Tasks that the operator considers “less noble,” with 
low added value or not part of the core business 
may result in these tasks –  previously performed 
internally – being outsourced. This may include sup-
port activities (IT, logistics, waste management, 
etc.), but which are no less essential to the overall 
process. Furthermore, they can often contribute to 
introducing a high risk of malicious acts, which are 
rarely taken into account. An extensive risk assess-
ment is rarely conducted for these tasks, deemed 
non-strategic.
This is also the case for certain peripheral activities 
(cleaning or operations on installations located far 
from the process, e.g.), though they can also be 
sources of incidents or even accidents. The same 
applies to incidental work, hastily added on to an 
activity that has already been prepared. The perime-
ter of the job site may be extended beyond what 
was initially planned (“while you’re here, could you 
also...”) for economic, scheduling or administrative 
reasons (such as drafting an amendment to the 
contract, etc.). In the majority of cases, the initial 
risk assessment is not reviewed to take the additio-
nal work into account.

Ammonia leak during an unloading 
operation (IRSN and ARIA 41059)

An ammonia leak was detected by measuring 
instruments in a biocide treatment unit of a nuclear 

power plant while a tank was being filled by a service 
provider. The ammoniac vapours made it necessary 
to confine the personnel on the site. On the day 
before the accident, a subcontractor technician had 
opened a valve to purge the line after conducting a 
test. Having been interrupted by another activity, 
the technician forgot to close the valve at the end 
of the purge operation. The following day, the 
technicians did not notice that the valve had been 
left open and began an unloading operation.
Subsequent analysis showed that the service 
providers had always performed the alignment 
required for these unloading operations, even 
though they were the operator’s responsibility as 
stipulated in the national-level contract. Though it 
deviated from the prescribed definition of roles and 
responsibilities, this practice became customary at 
the site because it only impacted the organisation 
of a supposedly non-critical activity, without 
foreseeing the consequences on the activity’s 
overall control.

Copyright: Arnaud Bouissou / Terra
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1.4.3 a weakened relaTIonshIp 
of TrusT and cooperaTIon 
beTween The clIenT and  
The servIce provIder

Periodic competitive bidding may lead service 
providers to avoid sharing certain information with 
the client, such as specific know-how, operating 
methods, etc., or difficulties they experience in 
performing the work, to protect their interests.

Also, when the operator/client wields power over 
the service provider, the latter doesn’t dare raise the 
alarm (fearing sanctions) even when it knows that 
the intervention was not conducted as expected. 
The performance evaluation of the service also 
raises issues: the service provider may be tempted 
not to report certain information if it’s aware that 
the reported malfunction may harm its rating and 
future contracts.

Self-heating of powdered coal in a 
tanker truck at a steel production 

site (ARIA 39701)
Self-heating of powdered carbon was detected 

in a tanker truck during a delivery at a steel 
production site. The safety systems on the silo 
receiving the powder detected the rise in 
temperature and stopped the unloading 
operation in progress. The silo was sparged with 
nitrogen and the other tanker trucks waiting to 
deliver were parked under surveillance.
When the operator called the subcontractor who 
delivered the coal, he learned that the latter had 
had a fire in its coal crushing installations, and 
that it had not informed the drivers delivering 
this coal nor the facilities receiving the deliveries.
Focused on his contractual obligations, the 
subcontractor did not report its difficulties, 
which should have been accompanied by 
concerted precautionary measures.

Copyright: Laurent Mignaux / Terra
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2.1 a supporT experT

The use of a specialised service provider makes it 
possible to benefit from technical expertise that 
is not available in-house. The expert is familiar with 
the activity he is asked to perform and will, there-
fore, be better able to anticipate and resolve dif-
ficulties. Owing to specialisation, his technical 
competence will theoretically be of better quality 
and ensure greater safety. The expert also has tried 
and tested procedures and control plans. For exa-
mple, it appears perfectly logical to subcontract 
the maintenance of a piece of equipment to the 
company that designed and built it.
Also, as a “single-activity” specialist, the service 

provider takes a profound interest in the technical 
task assigned to it. Calling on such a specialist 
saves the client company from having to continual-
ly develop multiple skill sets and spares its person-
nel from losing interest in tasks considered less 
valuable or less noble.
Backsourcing, i.e. the decision to re-internalise a 
previously outsourced activity, can make sense if 
the industrial strategy evolves (economic develop-
ments, regaining control of sensitive activities, 
etc.). Such a decision must be accompanied by a 
review of the in-house skills available and the orga-
nisation required to perform this activity.

The benefITs of subconTracTIng  
for rIsk conTrol

2

Abnormal clearance on pump’s bearing grease retaining system, likely to affect its 
operation in the event of prolonged usage (IRSN)

In 2017, while greasing a pump, the contractors noticed abnormally large clearance between the labyrinth 
seal that holds the grease in the pump’s bearings and the bearing housing. An analysis of the harmfulness of 
this anomaly left a doubt as to the long-term operation of the pump and, in particular, under accidental 
operating conditions. The last intervention on the bearings of this pump, most likely the cause of the 
anomaly, was performed in 2008, when responsibility for the intervention had been transferred from the 
service provider (pump manufacturer) to the operator.
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2.2 a poTenTIal whIsTleblower
When a relationship of trust or confidence exists, 
the service provider sometimes acts as a whistle-
blower by reporting degraded situations. It is often 
a service provider (close to the field owing to the 

interventions performed) who detects anomalies or 
non-conformities, whether they are within or peri-
pheral to its scope of activities.

Detection of contamination in 
non-restricted areas (IRSN)

In 2016, an air lock was installed in an area 
deemed radiologically safe (i.e., non-restricted) 

in order to conduct operations to remove 
trunking which presented a risk of contamination. 
The removal operation did not reveal any 
particular contamination. When the job was 
completed, the work chamber was dismantled. 
However, the routine inspection of the area 
performed by the service provider’s radiation 
protection technicians revealed contamination 
in the area. The analysis showed that the 
contamination was pre-existing at the time of the 
intervention and had gone undetected by the 
operator. The floor in the area had apparently 
been contaminated in the past by leaks of 
contaminated oil. The area had not been 
decontaminated, and the residual contamination 
had been fixed to the substrate with paint.Copyright: Laurent Mignaux / Terra

Failure to comply with the prescribed course of action following the unavailability 
of a radiological protection instrumentation channel (IRSN)

In March 2015, a service provider performed a preventive maintenance procedure on a radiological 
protection instrumentation channel. The software of the digital radiation ratemeter was compliant. In the 

summer of 2016, this ratemeter was replaced by the operator’s teams following a hazard. In April 2017, 
during preventive maintenance on the same instrument channel, the service provider detected a problem 
with the software installed in the digital radiation ratemeter, which cast doubt on the availability of the 
channel. Owing to their experience on many sites, the service providers were able to give feedback about 
the configuration of this type of channel, which local teams were lacking in 2016.

2.3 a sIgnIfIcanT source of feedback
The service provider can also contribute lessons 
learnt concerning atypical situations/configurations 
at the intervention site. Owing to its multi-site acti-
vities, it has acquired good knowledge of practices 
elsewhere that can be transposed to similar situa-
tions.
In addition, the subcontractor generally operates 
within professional networks (suppliers, other ser-
vice providers, etc.) little known to the client, which 

allows the subcontractor to stay at the forefront of 
his specialisation.
There are also industrial practices that enable an 
incoming service provider (new contract) to hire the 
technicians of the outgoing service provider. This 
helps reduce the potential adverse effects of perio-
dically changing service providers due to procure-
ment regulations.
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3.1  adapT The procuremenT polIcy To safeTy/securITy 
Issues

While drafting the specifications for an activity, it is 
essential, from the beginning, to identify the points 
that need clarification regarding the potential risks 
of interventions on the installation.

3.1.1 alIgn The procuremenT 
polIcy and operaTIonal needs 
In The fIeld

During the contract preparation phase, difficulties 
may emerge linked to the establishment of national 
contracts negotiated between the central or admi-
nistrative departments of the client and the service 
provider. These contracts are likely to include requi-
rements that are not applicable in the field or are so 
far removed from specific local situations that they 
hinder and impair the interventions performed. To 
prevent these negative effects, purchasing depart-
ments must understand the field and operational 
constraints.

Thus, the drafting of specifications, conducted at 
both the national and local level, must allow for col-
laboration between the purchasing and technical 
departments, and the departments in charge of risk 
management.

3.1.2 resIsT The TempTaTIon To 
choose The lowesT bIdder

Economic criteria must not outweigh the quality/
safety criteria when selecting a service provider. The 
short-term vision aimed at reducing the overall cost 
of procurements must give way to a longer-term vi-

sion, while seeking to maintain a strong network of 
subcontractors and to preserve the viability of these 
service companies.

The additional cost of choosing a better service pro-
vider must be put in perspective with the cost of an 
accident caused by a less competent subcontractor.

3.1.3 conTracTualIse The 
dIsTrIbuTIon of roles, 
responsIbIlITIes and conTrol 
acTIons

Contractualising the roles and responsibilities of 
each player (operator, service provider) regarding 
the implementation of countermeasures identified 
during the pre-intervention risk assessment ensures 
a precise distribution of everyone’s tasks in terms of 
the controls to be performed during and after work, 
or in terms of site preparation (cleaning of tanks, 
earthing, emptying of tanks or retention basins, 
etc.).

This can be accomplished, for example, by including 
in the tender documents or contract a manage-
ment-to-staff ratio or the time allocated to internal 
checks during the intervention.

This allows the service provider to present a budget 
for these items and weigh the risks associated with 
the activity.

As in the situation of cascading subcontracting (see 
section 1.3), it may be worthwhile for the client to 
stipulate the acceptable amount of Tier 2 
subcontracting in the specif ications (e.g. , 
subcontracting 20% of the overall contract is al-
lowed). Where appropriate, it would be useful if the 
contract explicitly mentions the parts of the service 
that the bidder intends to subcontract. The bidder 
may also specify what will be done to ensure that 
the Tier 2 subcontractor is performing as expected 
in terms of risk control.

3 a few good pracTIces and  
recommendaTIons for managIng 
subconTracTIng1

1 - Note: illustrative examples are detailed in the appendix.
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3.2  specIfy The skIlls requIred In Terms of rIsk conTrol 
and learnIng reTenTIon

The client does not take over the training obliga-
tions of the service provider but the operator must 
train/inform the contractors of the risks specific to 
its installation. These accompanying measures must 
correspond to the risks associated with the work to 
be carried out and the context in which it is perfor-
med. The measures must be designed to ensure that 
the risks related to the process, materials and wor-
king environment are not forgotten or trivialised.

As for the technical dimension of subcontracted in-
terventions, the client must check the qualifications 
of the contractors, consider individual experience 
and ensure that they have the necessary authorisa-
tions to perform the activity. Special consideration 
must be given to temporary workers or newly-hired 
employees.

3.3  pay specIal aTTenTIon To The sTarT and compleTIon 
of The InTervenTIon

It is essential to maintain everyone’s attention during these phases which may occur separately from the 
intervention.

3.3.1 devoTe TIme To rIsk 
analysIs wITh all Those 
Involved

Risk assessment (RA) is a crucial step in the jobsite 
preparation process. It identifies the risks associated 
with potentially dangerous situations and defines 
appropriate prevention, protection and mitigation 
measures. In the case of subcontracting, RA should 
review possible errors on the part of the service pro-
vider, plan for lines of defence and provide the ser-
vice provider with the means to react correctly in the 
event of a hazard or unforeseen situation (e.g., the 
lower explosive limit is exceeded when a supposedly 
cleaned pipe is opened). It is therefore essential that 
this RA be shared with the subcontractor.

The RA must take into account the unit or equip-
ment concerned by the work but also nearby or 
connected units and equipment. It must also iden-

tify the risks associated with co-activity. The opera-
tor can limit co-activity when planning interven-
tions. This assessment should lead to actions 
creating appropriate lines of defence and counter-
vailing measures.

Based on the assessment, the departments poten-
tially impacted by the interventions must be identi-
fied and informed about the planned works (type 
and duration) so that each department can assess 
the associated risks.
In addition to scheduled one-off interventions, 
works performed within the scope of an annual 
contract should not be neglected either. A generic 
annual prevention plan is not enough; it needs to be 
updated and customised, if necessary. This is parti-
cularly true for emergency operations for which no 
risk assessment has been formally established. 
Contractual provisions should also be made to allow 
enough time to assess the situation before starting 
an intervention.

1.
Purchases

2.
Site 

preparation

3.
pre-job 
briefing

4.
on-site 

follow up

5.
End of work 

and after
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3.3.2 make The openIng of The 
jobsITe a mandaTory hold poInT

The start of works (“prerequisite action” in the 
nuclear field) is a critical stage in which the client 
ensures that the actual intervention conditions cor-
respond to what has been planned, particularly 
concerning lockout procedures and worker protec-
tion. The aim is to confirm, at the start of the job, 
that those involved are fully aware of the actions to 
be performed, the specific recommendations and, 
where applicable, the resources for implementing 
preventive and protective measures.
Of course, the start of works can be adapted to the 
scope of the intervention and the historical rela-
tionship between the client and the service provi-
der:
• it can be reinforced in the case of a company inter-
vening on a one-time basis,
• or simplified in the case of a long-term client/ser-
vice provider relationship, if feedback on the 
subcontractor’s reliability shows that this is possible.

3.3.3 focus aTTenTIon on The 
accepTance of equIpmenT and 
The end of The jobsITe

Acceptance of the work is the final formal act that 
limits the risk of future litigation between the two 
parties. But, above all, it enables the detection of 
defects that could lead to events or accidents in the 
short or medium term.
Scheduling an acceptance inspection following a 
complex intervention, with a checklist of points to 
be verified before restart (as required), is a good 
operating practice that is too often neglected. Com-
piling a joint summary of the difficulties encounte-
red during the works allows both the client and the 
subcontractor to gain useful feedback.
In the case of a service in which equipment is sup-
plied, final acceptance (quality control) is essential. 
When equipment must comply with standards, the 
inspection should include verification of certificates 
of conformity. It is also often useful to obtain infor-
mation about the equipment production process: 
who is the manufacturer and where are the parts of 
the equipment made and assembled? What are the 
controls carried out and the guarantees of each sup-
plier involved in the production process? And final-
ly, an independent inspection body competent in 
the field could be called in to check the suitability 
of the supplier’s equipment: conduct a targeted ins-
pection during the acceptance of the equipment 

and spare parts delivered, even if the supplier has 
been known for a long time and submits quality cer-
tifications.
However, this does not relieve the client from 
conducting a thorough verification.

Copyright: Arnaud Bouissou / Terra
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3.4  seT up a monITorIng plan for The servIce In 
proporTIon To The challenges of rIsk conTrol

The operator is responsible for the safety of its ins-
tallation. As such, the operator must ensure that the 
activities performed have not degraded the installa-
tion. Monitoring is a regulatory line of defence in the 
nuclear sector, although its implementation poses 
many difficulties (see section 1.1.3). It consists of the 
oversight measures deployed in classified installa-
tions.

3.4.1 develop skIlls To ensure 
approprIaTe monITorIng/
oversIghT

In order to be able to monitor/evaluate the service 
provider’s work, the operator must have and main-
tain sufficient skills for certain targeted functions. 
One example is dangerous goods safety advisors, 
radiation protection officers or safety coordinators. 
These positions, which require training and periodic 
re-certification, ensure a minimum knowledge base 
necessary for risk analysis, the establishment of 
rules, and the control of services provided, auditing 
of service providers, and accident analysis.

3.4.2 develop a feasIble 
monITorIng/oversIghT 
programme adapTed To The 
currenT Issues

The lessons learnt from the analysis of previous in-
terventions (technical, organisational and temporal 
dimensions of the operations to be conducted) 
should serve in developing a realistic monitoring 
plan. This is also the opportunity, before the start of 
interventions, to specify the monitoring officer’s re-
quired skillset.
In some instances, establishing hold points1 and war-
ning points2 in the course of the works allows the 
client and the subcontractor to classify risks and to 
determine key control points.
The development of the monitoring plan also makes 
it possible to consider points where special atten-
tion is required, such as periods when supervisor 
presence is reduced (holidays, non-working hours, 
etc.), even if a management-to-service provider ratio 
has been contractually established.

1- The hold points require the subcontractor to stop works until the client 
can conduct its inspection and authorise the following phases to be carried 
out. For example, a hold point at the end of a welding operation before an 
installation is put back in place or a hold point to ensure that a part is 
properly reinstalled in order to remove the lockout or tagout device.

2- The warning points require the subcontractor to inform the client that it 
has reached a certain stage of its work. While continuing forward, it allows 
the client the possibility to conduct a random check.
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3.4.3 make monITorIng/
oversIghT an acTIvITy In ITself, 
wITh approprIaTe resources

While the work is underway, the supervisory system 
in place must ensure that the working conditions are 
satisfactory and that the service provider respects 
the safety procedures and measures in place. This 
involves more than just following a monitoring plan. 
The monitoring function must be adapted conti-
nuously owing to the variability of actual situations 

and their inevitable departure from expected situa-
tions. It is important to define and allocate the time 
required for monitoring so that the person in charge 
of the mission can carry it out efficiently.

At the same time, the service provider must also al-
locate the necessary resources. Ideally, an inde-
pendent person (an HSE manager, for example) 
should be present during supervisory operations, 
and not just the worker(s) involved.

3.5  esTablIsh a relaTIonshIp of TrusT To promoTe 
Transparency and dIalogue

It is in the client’s interest to foster a relationship of 
trust with its subcontractors. This is the only way to 
be able to draw lessons that are positive for both 
parties, by discussing the difficulties encountered 
and making suggestions for improvement on all 
sides. Establishing a climate of trust facilitates the 
reporting of any malfunctions detected and 
streamlines the necessary level of cooperation.

The climate created within the subcontracting rela-
tionship will depend greatly on how the contract is 
drafted, implemented and monitored. A medium 
ground needs to be found between laxity and mi-
cro-management, where financial penalties and 
other sanction/rating mechanisms are modulated to 
encourage the reporting of malfunctions. Certain 
contractual clauses facilitate or inhibit the service 
provider’s transparency.

To progress in the field of risk prevention, collabo-
ration must be promoted to detect the causes of 
dysfunctions, to efficiently share the lessons learnt 
from events and accidents and take concerted cor-
rective measures.

Therefore, in order to benefit from the service pro-
viders’ whistleblowing capacity, the operator should 
develop its ability to listen attentively, analyse and 
respond to these alerts. Taking into account the fee-
dback from malfunctions that occurred during 
subcontracting operations through the visible imple-
mentation of relevant corrective actions, allows the 
service provider to understand its importance in the 
feedback loop.

Copyright: Laurent Mignaux / Terra
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Analysis of lessons learnt from the nuclear 
industry and classified installations clearly 

shows that subcontracting is both an asset for 
the company and a source of risks that must be 

managed.

The client and the service provider share a common 
interest in establishing a relationship of trust and 
cooperation. The foundations of this relationship 
are built as soon as the specifications are compiled, 
with an emphasis on transparency with regard to the 
type of work to be carried out and the associated 
points where special attention is required.
The complementarity of the respective skillsets will 
be useful at all stages of the activity, from iden-
tifying the risks and the measures to be put in place 
to prevent them, to defining everyone’s responsibi-
lities in terms of the controls to be carried out. Coo-
peration, attentive listening and trust are essential 
to properly manage the risks related to outsourced 
activities.

For operators, the transition from doing a job to ha-
ving an outsider do it inevitably leads to changes 
within their organisation. These notably involve 
developing the in-house team’s skills in conducting 
2nd level controls, internal reorganisation of work to 
free up the time required for management and su-
pervision, defining and validating common safety 
rules, and ensuring that the purchasing department 
takes into account the technical aspects of the ac-

tivity and aspects related to the control of risks and 
consequences. For the transition to be successful, 
the operator must identify these changes and their 
potential effects and mobilise the appropriate re-
sources.

For inspection services, checking the operator’s im-
plementation of the good practices described in this 
summary could provide information on the level of 
control over subcontractors. Inspections focusing 
on this issue can encourage operators to improve 
their practices. The lessons learnt reveal a paradoxi-
cal situation: subcontracting demands more rigour 
within the operator’s own organisation. It must be 
able to anticipate and react more quickly, whereas 
the initial decision to subcontract may have been 
motivated by a need for greater flexibility.

For certain manufacturers, managing subcontractors 
has become so complex and mobilises such a range 
of knowledge and skills (legal, commercial, technical, 
organisational, cultural, etc.) that it has become a 
“profession” in its own right. Subcontractor mana-
gement is becoming a specialised function within 
these companies.

In the current context, the connection between 
subcontracting and risk control is rife with ambigui-
ties. Pretending otherwise would require taking 
“shortcuts” that would be invalidated by an objec-
tive analysis of the available feedback.

conclusIon
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Illustrative example of §3.1.1 et 3.1.2
•  Iodine filtration unavailable due to a valve that 

was closed during a test (IRSN)
Before starting the test, a technician from an out-
side service provider connected the control unit 
to the VESDA (very early smoke detection appara-
tus). This action did not respect the order of ope-
rations as stipulated the test procedure. The auto-
m a t i c  co n t ro l  sys te m  s h o u l d  h a ve  b e e n 
deactivated before the control unit was connected 
to the VESDA. The VESDA detection system burst 
into flames when the application was started. 
Since the automatic controller had not been di-
sabled, a valve closed, which rendered the control 
room’s iodine ventilation unavailable. This 
contract had been awarded through the national 
tendering process. A best bid ‘skills development’ 
criterion (Article 2 of the specific clauses) had 
been validated as part of this contract. However, 
the operator had received negative signals concer-
ning skill level from the very start of the contract.  
There had been significant turnover in the perma-
nent crews working at the facility, which severely 
compromised the level of collective technical com-
petence.

Illustrative examples of §3.1.1 and 3.1.3
•  Release of nitrous fumes during an unloading ope-

ration (ARIA 49018)
Nitrous fumes were released at around 10:30 a.m. in 
a steel tube manufacturing plant during the cleaning 
and pumping of the retention basin for used baths 
in a surface treatment workshop. This operation is 
performed regularly by a subcontracting company 
during the site’s shutdown periods. The alarm was 
raised by the maintenance technician. The pumping 
operation was stopped, and the 16 employees pre-
sent at the time were evacuated. Two of the em-
ployees were taken to the hospital for examination. 
The lorry parked in the hall was moved to an out-
door holding area. It was then gravity drained, and 
the firefighters sprayed it down with a protective 
water curtain arrangement. The tank was then rin-
sed, and the intervention was wrapped up at around 
4:30 p.m. The operator treated the effluents reco-
vered in the retention basin (pH at 1).

The nitrous fumes had been caused by the presence 
of one of the strongly basic products present in the 
used baths’ retention basin in greater quantities 
than usual. A leak on one of the bath’s pipes a few 
weeks earlier had created a solid deposit of this pro-
duct. The amount generated was larger than the 
usual traces found in the retention basin.

This accident revealed other malfunctions as well. 
The absence of a technician dedicated to monito-
ring the lorry had prevented the incident from being 
detected rapidly. The subcontractor technicians had 
been assigned to other tasks. The material safety 
data sheets were not available on site. The fire alarm 
had not been used to evacuate the personnel, which 
would have ensured better responsiveness. The wa-
ter supply connections were not compatible with 
the fire-fighter connections.

Following the accident, the operator required that 
someone be stationed next to the lorry during all 
material transfer operations. The lorry is now parked 
outdoors in an unloading area. The operator plans 
to address all product leakage or spillage problems 
as they occur.

•  Lack of quality assurance in the operating condi-
tions of a 45-tonne polar crane (IRSN)

The regulatory inspection agency detected a defect 
on a hoisting rope of a polar crane: a cable strand 
showed signs of crushing with wire extrusion. When 
this cable is to be replaced, an analysis sheet is pre-
pared to study the cable’s replacement conditions 
and the operating conditions of the crane on which 
the anomalous hoisting rope was installed. This ‘re-
cord of decision’ document serves as a risk assess-
ment and outlines the associated countermeasures.
It was forwarded to the coordinator late, after the 
service contractor had already begun using the crane 
following a simple visual inspection. The contents of 
the ‘record of decision’ had not been presented du-
ring the prerequisites meeting or the kick-off meeting.

Illustrative example of §3.2
•  Failure to perform the inspections stipulated in the 

general operating rules (IRSN)
In 2014, a new service provider was appointed to per-
form the regulatory verifications. When the service 
provider came to inspect the tanks, all the regulatory 
verifications were performed except the one concer-
ning the main diesel tank. The new service provider 
informed the operator that it did not have the neces-
sary approval to check the underground tanks under 
the terms of Ministerial Order 18104/2008 relating to 
facilities classified for the protection of the environ-
ment (ICPE). However, it did not provide a report 
indicating why the inspection was not carried out. 
These inspections, in accordance with the general 
operating regulations, were to be conducted yearly. 
The fact that these inspections were not being per-
formed was detected in 2015 during the regulatory 
inspection of the main diesel tank.
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Illustrative examples of §3.3.1
•  An incident resulted from inappropriate action 

during periodic testing on a radiological protec-
tion channel (IRSN)

A periodic test by the operations department was 
scheduled to be conducted concurrently on the 
same system by the radiological protection depart-
ment. This test was combined with the operations 
test, which checks that the control room’s ventila-
tion system is directed to the iodine trap when a 
level-2 alarm of the radiological protection channel 
is triggered. The intended cable was not disconnec-
ted during the intervention. During preparation, the 
site operation file had not been identified as a 
safety issue. During the intervention’s preparatory 
phase, only the foreman had access to the file be-
fore the Radiological Protection Department’s pre-
job briefing, and the technician consulted it only a 
few minutes beforehand. There was no real discus-
sion between the foreman and the technician during 
this preparatory phase to share information regar-
ding the phases at risk or to assign the tasks that 
everyone was to perform during the activity.

• Fire in a wastewater decanter (ARIA 40790)
A fire broke out in a chemical plant’s wastewater 
decanter located upstream from a wastewater treat-
ment facility. The employees sounded the alarm at 
12:30 p.m. after noticing flames. The plant’s internal 
firefighting crews, assisted by the departmental fire 
and rescue services (SDIS) were able to bring the fire 
rapidly under control. No notable environmental 
impact was reported.

The fire resulted from a design flaw and incomplete 
risk analysis.  Following modifications made to the 
production workshop a few months earlier, there 
had been an increase in the load of organic matter 
sent to the wastewater decanter. This increase had 
been identified in the modification file, but its im-
pact had not been included in the hazard and ope-
rability analysis (HAZOP).

The decanter features a heating system that circulates 
steam at 152 °C in tubes and an immersed coil to 
prevent the water from freezing at its outlet. Every 
week, a technician would pump the supernatant or-
ganic phase for processing in an evapo-concentrator. 
Following the last pumping operation before the 
event, the entire supernatant phase had not been eli-
minated and caught fire. The heating of the polymers 
that had formed around the heating rods to 150 °C 
over several weeks had eventually led to the fire.

The operator updated its hazard study and re-
viewed the decanter’s design: removal of the hea-

ting rod system which was replaced by thermal 
jacketing around the decanter and installation of a 
steam-injection type fire extinguishing system. The 
monitoring of the decanter’s discharge was impro-
ved: preparation of the service provider’s interven-
tion and monitoring of the pumping of the entire 
product.

Illustrative examples of §3.3.2
• Chlorine leak in a chemical plant (ARIA 49384)
At around 10:15 a.m. on the first day of a shutdown 
for major maintenance, a 20 cl leak of chlorine oc-
curred in a chemical plant’s chlorine gas compres-
sion unit. The internal contingency plan was ini-
tiated, and the workshop was evacuated. Personnel 
wearing self-contained breathing apparatus were 
able to stop the leak. An employee, intoxicated by 
the chlorine fumes, was treated on-site by the site’s 
fire brigade. The intervention ended at 11 a.m.

The leak of liquid chlorine occurred when the seal 
was broken on a valve installed on a feed pipe sup-
plying the vaporiser. Contrary to the established 
procedure, the job site was not being monitored by 
the operator, and no Cobra centrifugal fan was ins-
talled. A misunderstanding between the subcontrac-
tor and the job site supervisor led to the unautho-
rised breakage of the seal, and no protective 
measures were implemented to secure the site. The 
work order was in the process of being approved 
even though work at the site had already begun, 
which was contrary to site procedure.

A reminder was sent to all the subcontractors pre-
sent on the site the very same day before work had 
resumed.

• Hydrogen leak during works (ARIA 49064)
A hydrogen leak occurred in a refinery at around 
1:45 p.m. Cold cutting operations on a vent were 
underway on the equipment as part of a works stop-
page. The technician who had detected the leak 
stopped his air-powered saw and raised the alarm. 
The facility was secured, and the thousand or so em-
ployees were confined to the site. A blind flange was 
installed to isolate the section concerned by the 
leak.

The event was caused by an identification error re-
garding the location of the vent to be cut off. A pre-
liminary inspection had been conducted a few mon-
ths earlier between the subcontractor in charge of 
the work and the subcontractor in charge of the 
preparation operations. A photograph had been 
taken to identify the installations in addition to the 
isometric drawings. However, the photograph used 
did not show the correct vent, but rather the sym-
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metrical vent in relation to a manifold. The label 
showing the location of the intervention had thus 
been placed on a hydrogen line in service. The pre-
work checks and verifications, which focused prima-
rily on the energy lock-outs, allowed this error to go 
undetected. The technician and the operator did 
not discuss the pending works on-site before the 
operations began.

Immediately following the incident, the operator 
reviewed its process for identifying cutting loca-
tions. The person in charge of making the installa-
tions available was required to label the cutting lo-
cation.   The operator began searching for a solution 
applicable to the entire refinery.
During an inspection 6 days later, the Classified Fa-
cilities Inspection authorities reminded the operator 
of its obligations in terms of the joint operator/
subcontractor pre-works inspection of the zone of 
intervention and the prevention plans.

•  A technician’s regulatory skin dose limit was excee-
ded by 25% due to the presence of an active par-
ticle behind the right ear (IRSN)

As an outside contractor was exiting the reactor 
building and passing through the radiation portal 
monitor, it was discovered he had been contami-
nated. An active particle consisting of Cobalt 60 
(12,000 Bq), Cobalt 58 (287,000 Bq) and Chrome 51 
(370,000 Bq) was detected behind his right ear. The 
particle was contained by a burst of aerosols asso-
ciated with the decontamination of refuelling ma-
chine’s mast. It should be noted that, upon arriving 
at the job site, the contractor was surprised to see a 
cloud of aerosols. In response to his queries, the 
cleaning pressure was lowered, and he agreed to 
start his activity. The analysis showed that several 
service providers (experienced in the activity) had 
been working in the same location (performing com-
plementary roles) although with different radiation 
work permits (RWP) (prepared by 2 different clients). 
The complementarity of the activities and the in-
consistency of the RWPs had not been taken into 
account in the risk analysis.

Illustrative examples of §3.3.3
•  Fire on a grinder in a hazardous waste sorting faci-

lity (ARIA 46253)
At around 7:40 a.m., a fire broke out in the grinder 
of hazardous waste transfer and sorting facility. The 
chemist was feeding pallet boxes, used to transport 
cans of paint, into the grinder when he noticed 
flames exiting the chute. The technician came with 
2 fire extinguishers to help put out the fire. His 
co-workers then arrived and actuated the manual 
fire extinguishing system; the incident lasted only 10 

minutes. The extinguishing water was collected in a 
1,000-l retaining tank.

The tanks were from a delivery that had arrived at 
6:30 a.m. containing waste from several Haute-
Saône waste collection facilities. The technicians 
had initially sorted the waste before sending it to 
the grinder. No non-conformity had been detected.

Smoke was then noticed along with the smell of 
acetylene, suggesting that a can of carbide had got 
mixed in among the cans of paint. A landfill user 
may have stored carbide in a paint can. No trace of 
carbide was found in the rest of the delivery.

At 8 a.m., upon arriving at the site, the platform ma-
nager noted that the automatic fire detection and 
extinguishing system was in testing mode. The extin-
guishing system was thus unable to operate in auto-
matic mode. Maintenance work on the system the 
day before was identified as the cause of the malfu-
nction. The service technician had left the site the 
day before at 5:30 a.m., indicating that everything 
was OK in the logbook. However, the post-accident 
analysis showed that the system had remained in 
test mode after the technician had left, which effec-
tively shut down the automatic extinguishing func-
tion.

The operator implemented the following measures:
•  information about the incident was sent to client 

waste disposal sites;
•  employees were reminded of the need to be vigi-

lant during sorting operations;
•  the maintenance service provider is alerted if an 

error is committed during the operation;
•  an acceptance inspection is conducted, in the pre-

sence of the site director or his/her representative, 
after all intervention on the firefighting network;

•  implementation of a checklist of points to be veri-
fied before returning the installation to service af-
ter an intervention.

• Phosgene leak on an expansion valve (ARIA 47654)
A globally confined toxic leak
In a chemical plant, an isocyanate (HDI) production 
facility was restarted after a shutdown period invol-
ving dismantling/cleaning as a result of fouling. At 
2:55 p.m., a leak fuelled by phosgene, a toxic gas 
used as a raw material, occurred in the pressurised 
equipment’s containment structure. The phosgene 
sensors, installed in the enclosure, triggered an 
alarm. At 3 a.m., the installations were shut down 
and the ventilation flaps were closed to isolate the 
enclosure (via an automatic safety procedure). At 
around 3:20 a.m., two external sensors detected a 
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slight leak on the containment’s large door (between 
0.5 and 1 ppm). The phosgene, spreading throughout 
the containment, was drawn into the soda scrub-
bing columns which neutralized it until the evening. 
Between 200 and 350 kg of phosgene was released 
into the containment, and less than 1 kg outside. No 
personnel were affected. The operator issued a 
press release and informed the administration. The 
workshop was started up again the next day once 
the leaks had been identified and repaired. The da-
mage and production losses were evaluated at a few 
tens of thousands of euros.

Faulty reassembly of a valve was determined to be 
the cause of the leak

The leak occurred on a connection flange of an ex-
pansion valve located upstream from the phosgena-
tion reactor. The seal on this valve had been incor-
rectly installed after a cleaning procedure. Before 
restarting, a nitrogen leak test did not detect any-
thing. An evaluation of the accident showed the 
absence of the graphite track over 30 mm of the 
circumference on the upstream joint. The seal’s ou-
ter centring ring, caught in the threaded rod, was 
found slightly warped. This deterioration resulted 
from damage to the seal during the reassembly 
phase. An inspection fault was noted. At the same 
time, the airlock seal on the large door was leaking 
due to its age and frequent use, particularly for pas-
sing equipment as no dedicated equipment airlocks 
were available.

The valve was replaced and requalified. The bolts on 
the main door (20 bolts out of 460 were loose) and 
the dry or corroded inflatable seals on the two an-
cillary airlocks were replaced. All containment ope-
nings were checked.

The operator has improved the formal testing proce-
dure of the equipment after cleaning: systematic 
acceptance testing of work performed by 
subcontractors, and systematic helium testing of the 
valve.

The graphite seal technology was changed (from B29 
to spiral). Raising awareness/training of subcontrac-
tors was initiated (identification and location of 
seals). Pressure testing of the containment is fore-
seen each time the large containment door is ope-
ned. Its bolts were replaced with non-deformable 
bolts.

• Fire in a waste sorting centre (ARIA 52636)
A fire broke out in a waste sorting centre at about 
11:30 a.m. The fire alarm sounded, and two em-

ployees noticed flames in a four-wheeled bin lo-
cated under a conveyor and on the conveyor itself. 
They were able to push the bin out of the building 
and began extinguishing the flames with a fire extin-
guisher. The rubber conveyor belt produced thick 
black smoke as it burned. The sprinklers went off 
above the feed hopper while all the employees 
made their way to the assembly point.

The fire brigade directed the operator to switch off 
the electrical power supply, after which the fire was 
brought under control. Two smoke control hatches 
were opened during the fire. At around 2 p.m., the 
site was completely locked down with padlocks 
being placed on the low-voltage transformer’s 2 dis-
connect switches. The electrical cabinets were pro-
tected by a tarp as water was trickling from the cei-
ling. At the same time, the sprinkling system was 
shut off. The gendarmes made rounds at around 4 
p.m. and security was scheduled to guard the site 
over the weekend.

Five employees and 2 firemen were treated for 
smoke inhalation and administered a carbon mo-
noxide blood test. Access to the process area was 
restricted for 48 hours because the concrete in the 
wall absorbs carbon monoxide as its temperature 
rises and then releases it as it cools down.

The fire damaged the conveyor belt, electrical wi-
ring, fire detection network, wall lighting, sprinkler 
system heads and the rainwater downspouts. An 
external company conducted a diagnosis to deter-
mine the condition of the conveyor’s structure.

The firefighting water was confined in a retaining 
basin and then pumped out by a specialised com-
pany.

It is believed that the fire was caused by a welding 
and grinding operation underway by a subcontrac-
ting company. The flames appeared near the site of 
the intervention roughly 15 minutes after the ope-
rations were finished. While the work was being car-
ried out, projections of incandescent particles 
would have come into contact with materials trap-
ped in the gaps of the conveyor structure (an accu-
mulation of paper fibres, cardboard and plastics). 
The fire smouldered for a while and then burst into 
flames.

The accident allowed the operator to identify areas 
of improvement regarding its fire protection organi-
sation (handling of hose reels, an extension of the 
sprinkler network, etc.). The hot-spot operating 
procedure was modified:
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•  the area shall be sprayed down before the start of 
works;

•  the conveyor shall be sprayed down after works;
•  monitoring for 2 hours after the end of works;
•  2 members of the subcontractor’s personnel (ins-

tead of just one) must be present when this type 
of operation is underway.

•  Quality assurance failures in the management of 
the supporting elements for 2 valves during inter-
nal inspections on actuators (IRSN)

Prior to the maintenance shutdown, service provi-
ders were seconded to conduct on-site inspections 
and check the completeness of the site operation 
files, identify needs, and integrate their feedback. 
Any errors needing correction were to be passed on 
to the client. However, the service provider did not 
perform all the inspections foreseen due to deadline 
constraints. Among the inspections not performed 
was that of an actuator with no negative feedback 
and for which very little was at stake (technically 
simple). However, the planned intervention required 
that the supports be removed and then reinstalled 
once the operation was completed. During the in-
tervention, the technician was surprised that a sup-
port was in place that had to be removed. The au-
thorisation to remove the support was granted in 
real-time, although no formal authorisation was is-
sued in writing. He then performed the intervention 
but the support was not put back in place once the 
equipment had been requalified. The absence of the 
support was not detected during the final comple-
tion inspection of the job site.

•  Hydrochloric acid leak on a distillation unit  
(ARIA 51004)

At around 8 p.m. on a Sunday, an HCl leak occurred 
on a vibrating blade level detector in a distillation 
column undergoing testing before being placed into 
production. The level sensor had become disen-
gaged from the flange. The transmitter had been 
ripped off, and the leak went through the flange. It 
was estimated that 323 kg of 100% HCl had leaked. 
The HCL detectors and the gas alert were triggered. 
The column to be distilled was then secured. An in-
dividual intervening during the accident was burned 
on the neck while trying to find a shut-off valve to 
isolate the leak. He was wearing his PPE at the time.

The level sensor was immersed in the liquid HCl. The 
sensor’s membrane was made of enamelled C4 alloy. 
The corrosion rate of the C4 alloy under the tempe-
rature and pressure conditions in the column to be 
distilled was 512 mm/year, and the corrosion rate 
(loss of thickness) of the enamel is 0.8 to 1 mm/year 
under the same conditions. The choice of materials 

for this accessory was not adapted to its conditions 
of use. The operator believes that there was some 
sort of miscommunication of the requirements 
between the supplier of the distillation skid and its 
own accessory supplier.

Following this accident, the operator had all the 
equivalent nozzles checked throughout its installa-
tion. The level detector, which was not required for 
the installation, was replaced by a solid plug. All of 
the material and equipment in the facility were ins-
pected to check their resistance to corrosion. A 
procedure outlining the operations to be following 
in the event of a leak on the installation must be 
written, and the technicians must be trained in this 
procedure. This incident occurred just two days af-
ter another leak had been reported (ARIA 48555).

Illustrative example of §3.4.1
•  Non-compliant marking and warning signage of an 

operating area (IRSN)
X-rays were performed on steam generator bunker 
Nos. 1 and 2 using the same marking plan that had 
been used for the other x-ray operations conducted 
the night before. While checking the exposure area 
(delegated service), the supervisor discovered two 
access points that were not marked with warning 
signs and not identified on the marking plan. The 
warning sign problem was immediately corrected to 
prohibit access to the exposure area.

Illustrative examples of §3.4.2
•  Deadly arc-flash explosion at a petrol station 

(ARIA 44466)
At around 11:30 a.m., a flash in the presence of 
petrol fumes occurred inside the manhole of one 
of the three compartments (two containing SP95 
and one containing E10) of a 60 m³ underground 
fuel tank at the petrol station of a hypermarket. 
The contractor in charge of cleaning the tank was 
seriously burnt and died of his injuries two months 
later. The firefighters put up a 20 m safety cordon 
around the storage tank. The petrol station, open 
at the time of the accident, was closed. A nearby 
auto repair shop was also closed. The firefighters 
inerted the compartment by filling it with water. 
They left at around 3:00 p.m. after testing the air 
with an explosimeter and finding nothing. The ins-
pection authorities for classified facilities conduc-
ted an investigation. The explosion was limited to 
the volume of the manhole and did not damage 
the inside the tank or create excess pressure. Just 
before the accident occurred, the contractor had 
started pumping oil sludge out of the bottom of 
the compartment with a hose connected to a 
road tanker.
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When the explosive atmosphere ignited, the contrac-
tor was on an aluminium ladder inside the tank’s 
manhole. As he removed the ladder from the man-
hole, an electric arc formed between the ladder and 
the road tanker, which was parked too closely nearby. 
The lack of an equipotential bonding connection 
between the vehicle, the tank, and the ladder is what 
caused the electrostatic spark that ignited the flam-
mable cloud. The inspection authorities for classified 
facilities also noted that the road tanker was parked 
within the safety perimeter (3 m). Inadequate ‘degas-
sing’ of the atmosphere in the manhole and failure 
to plug the fuel transfer pipes (unloading and distri-
bution) may have allowed flammable fumes remai-
ning in the tank to flow back. The contractor did not 
have an explosimeter on him to check for the pre-
sence of an explosive atmosphere (ATEX).

The prefect made the service station’s reopening 
contingent on checking the integrity of the tank and 
authorised the operator to use an acoustic method 
with vacuum pressure (instead of a hydrostatic test) 
to check this. The prefect also asked the operator 
to inform the inspection authorities for classified 
facilities about the measures implemented to im-
prove the checking and monitoring of contractors 
working at the service station.

•  Mismanagement of work in pyrotechnic zones 
(ARIA 37944)

Inside a munitions factory, a subcontractor is onsite 
ready to perform work with a blowtorch inside a py-
rotechnics facility without a permit and during a 
period when the plant was closed. The safety mana-
ger intervened before the blowtorch was used and 
decided on an alternative operating procedure. A 
1-week work permit had been signed on Monday wi-
thout informing either the safety manager (on holi-
day) or the works foreman. Moreover, the permit 
had been authorised for identical tasks to be 
conducted in 3 different workshops reporting to 
different managers («block leaders»). Given the ab-
sence of the block leader for the specific workshop, 
his colleague had considered the intended repair 
works to be risk-free and granted authorisation. The 
production chain however had remained stocked 
with (capped) pyrotechnic products to facilitate 
production restart after the holiday period. The 
operator had anticipated that a work permit was 
issued solely for a fixed period since works supervi-
sion in the presence of the site foreman is not the 
same as during the holidays and moreover that a 
work permit intended for different premises or cir-
cumstances would require approvals from the per-
tinent managers. Managers were reminded to seek 
issuance of distinct permits for different tasks.

•  Deviation from internal procedures governing the 
disposal of rubble (IRSN)

To improve a rack’s resistance to climatic hazards, 
soil reinforcement and excavation operations were 
performed. The soil was placed in big bags pending 
its removal via the appropriate channels. While mo-
nitoring the operation, the operator noted that 38 
big bags of conventional soil had been dispatched 
along with 7 big bags of radiologically contaminated 
soil. The 2 groups of big bags had been stored in the 
same storage area (weighing operations were perfor-
med in the same location as the loading operations). 
The operator had not deemed it necessary to mo-
nitor these operations as he had previously dis-
cussed the actions to be performed with the service 
providers.

The discussions with the supervisors of those invol-
ved (site manager, foreman, etc.) concerned how the 
loading and weighing process was to take place. 
However, the crews in the field had not been infor-
med of the resulting requirements.

•  Phosgene discharges at a chemical  plant  
(ARIA 50339)

At around 9:00 p.m., phosgene and chlorobenzene 
began leaking inside the containment of a chlori-
nated chemicals plant. The leak was detected by 
analysers inside the containment. The analysers’ 
control system automatically directed the air inside 
the bubble towards the caustic scrubber. A larger 
leak was detected at 12:20 a.m. Technicians placed 
the circuit in a safe state by shutting off the pump 
and isolating the containment, but not before 400 
kg of phosgene and 600 kg of chlorobenzene spread 
inside the containment. There was a noticeable 
odour near the containment, but the analysers did 
not detect anything. At 2:00 a.m., the technicians 
began cleaning the containment by injecting air in-
side the scrubber. None of the analysers in the sur-
rounding production facilities and labs detected any 
phosgene despite the fact that the technicians 
could smell something in the air.

The initial leak was caused by a leak on the pressure 
sensor of a pump and a leak on a flange seal up line 
of a flow meter connected to this pump. This seal 
had been replaced shortly before the accident. It 
seems that a problem occurred when the new seal 
was fitted.

After the accident, the operator revised the gas 
alert procedures. It created a seal opening checklist 
for workers performing sealing operations. Outside 
contractors were reminded of the safety rules to be 
followed. The rules on verifying the training of out-
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side contractors and sealing operations have been 
made more stringent. Operating procedures have 
been defined. The number of people authorised to 
assess workers was increased.

Illustrative examples of §3.4.3
•  Fire at a chemical plant construction site  

(ARIA 25836)
A fire broke out at the base of a building’s wooden 
structural column, on the job site of a chemical 
plant undergoing renovation work. The firemen were 
able to bring the blaze under control after 30 mi-
nutes.

The blaze was apparently caused by pipe welding 
operations being conducted on the wooden column 
by a subcontractor 4½ hours earlier. Incandescent 
particles or burning droplets may have fallen at the 
base of the column during the welding operations 
and then smouldered until finally catching fire. 
Following the accident, the prevention and protec-
tion mechanisms were improved: monitoring at the 
end of the job site is now conducted by the site fo-
reman and the plant’s delegated officer in charge; 
job site wastes are to be removed at the end of each 
work day.

ib cranes of the steam generator bunkers were not 
in the parked position and aseismic devices not in 
place (IRSN)

During a maintenance shutdown, the steam gene-
rators’ jib cranes are prepared to protect the tech-
nicians from the risk of a fall from height when 
working near the reactor coolant pumps. When the 
work was completed, the technicians of service 
contractor A did not return the hoists to the seis-
mic stowage position as they hadn’t needed them 
after all. The operator’s project manager was not 
informed that the hoists had not been demobilised 
(returned to their storage position). The technician 
of service contractor B, in charge of inspecting the 
jib cranes, hoists, beams at the end of the mainte-
nance shutdown did not have a site operation file. 
This activity, performed during each maintenance 
cycle, had never been documented by a mainte-
nance follow-up file, process worksheet or report. 
The operator’s monitoring system had never iden-
tified this situation as a discrepancy. In addition, 
the person in charge of monitoring and surveil-
lance had previously worked for the service 
contractor and considered this practice as routine 
and normal. The demobilisation operations were 
not performed correctly, and nobody had noticed 
that the jib cranes were not in their seismic 
stowage position.

Subsequently, during an unscheduled reactor shut-
down, technicians had entered the building to re-
move electrical equipment and noted that certain 
jib cranes were not in parking position. Only one jib 
crane was in parking position although its seismic 
retaining bar had not been put back in place.

An analysis of the event showed that when the reac-
tor was restarted, the available resources were 
concentrated on dealing with technical incidents 
rather than on the demobilisation of the industrial 
partners. This focus on activities that significantly 
influence the production schedule contributed to 
relegating monitoring activities to the back burner. 

•  Release of nitrous fumes during an unloading 
operation (ARIA 49018)

Nitrous fumes were released at around 10:30 a.m. in 
a steel tube manufacturing plant during the cleaning 
and pumping of the retention basin for used baths 
in a surface treatment workshop. This operation is 
performed regularly by a subcontracting company 
during the site’s shutdown periods. The alarm was 
raised by the maintenance technician. The pumping 
operation was stopped, and the 16 employees pre-
sent at the time were evacuated. Two of the em-
ployees were taken to the hospital for examination. 
The lorry parked in the hall was moved to an out-
door holding area. It was then gravity drained, and 
the firefighters sprayed it down with a protective 
water curtain arrangement. The tank was then rin-
sed, and the intervention was wrapped up at around 
4:30 p.m. The operator treated the effluents reco-
vered in the retention basin (pH at 1).

The nitrous fumes had been caused by the presence 
of one of the strongly basic products present in the 
used baths’ retention basin in greater quantities 
than usual. A leak on one of the bath’s pipes a few 
weeks earlier had created a solid deposit of this pro-
duct. The amount generated was larger than the 
usual traces found in the retention basin.

This accident revealed other malfunctions as well. 
The absence of a technician dedicated to monito-
ring the lorry had prevented the incident from being 
detected rapidly. The subcontractor technicians had 
been assigned to other tasks. The material safety 
data sheets were not available on site. The fire alarm 
had not been used to evacuate the personnel, which 
would have ensured better responsiveness. The wa-
ter supply connections were not compatible with 
the fire-fighter connections.

Following the accident, the operator required that 
someone be stationed next to the lorry during all 
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material transfer operations. The lorry is now parked 
outdoors in an unloading area. The operator plans 
to address all product leakage or spillage problems 
as they occur.

Illustrative examples of §3.5
•  Exposure of a temporary worker to a dose equiva-

lent rate higher than 2 mSv/h (IRSN)
A temporary worker was tasked with performing an 
internal inspection of a valve. Within the scope of 
the operation, he handled the valve’s gate which 
had been removed and placed in a bag. At that mo-
ment, the alarm on his electronic dosimeter soun-
ded. Having understood that the alarm was due to 
the gate, he immediately placed it back on the 
ground. Subsequent analysis of the event showed 
that the orange zone access authorisations were not 
systematically requested. Among the corrective ac-
tions, the operator also plans to draft a deviation 
report with the application of penalties for 
non-compliance.

•  Loss of 23.95 kg of R410A refrigerant from a refri-
gerating unit in a tertiary building (IRSN)

A suspected leak was detected on system No. 1 of 
the building’s refrigerating unit. System No. 1 had 
been initially loaded with 26 kg of refrigerant. After 
drainage, only 2.05 kg was recovered. The system 
had been tested for leaks just 30 days earlier, and no 
leak had been reported. Seven weeks earlier, the 
maintainer had reported “low pressure in system No. 
1 (5.38 bar): probable leak, foresee pressurisation 
with nitrogen for leak detection”. The delegated pro-
ject management contractor asked the maintainer 
to prepare a new estimate to drain system No. 1 as 
it did not want to follow up on the maintainer’s re-
commendation. The repeated difficulties that he 
had while performing his duties had caused the ope-
rator to lose trust in him. Seven weeks had gone by 
between receiving the estimate and establishing an 
order. The estimate should have been processed 
quickly given the reason and the risk involved.

•  Drum explosion at a hazardous waste treatment 
plant (ARIA 44306)

In a maintenance facility of a Seveso-classified ha-
zardous waste treatment plant, a subcontractor was 
collecting empty waste drums to make himself a 
raft. After tightly closing the lids to two drums (to 
make the raft float), he began welding them to a 
metal frame. At 11:15 a.m., one of the drums, which 
had contained solvents, exploded and caused a fire. 
The on-site firefighters kept the 150 employees in-
doors for 45 minutes while they extinguished the fire 
and took the 50-year-old seriously injured 
subcontractor (burns, fractured arm and leg wound) 
to hospital for treatment.

The plant operator had given the contaminated 
drums to the subcontractor and warned him of the 
hazard but did not ask what the drums were going 
to be used for. The operator changed the conditions 
of in-house re-use of waste containers and heighte-
ned the awareness of subcontractors and shift su-
pervisors. The plant’s prevention plan was supple-
mented.
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